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“I chose Kuwait for my first foreign trip (after the
nuclear deal) to announce Iran’s intentions to improve
its relations with neighbors,” he said. “We are open in
this respect and extend our hands and declare that we
are ready to cooperate,” Zarif said.

The Iranian chief diplomat however said that to
achieve strong cooperation, there must be a common
resolve. “I can declare that all officials in the Islamic
republic of Iran have this resolve and I am convinced
that Kuwait also has it and I hope that it will be available
in all countries,” Zarif said. The minister however strong-
ly criticized the Saudi-led coalition war on the Shiite
Houthi rebels in Yemen, saying that the war should stop
immediately and dialogue should start without foreign
interference. Zarif also said that Iran will not change its
policy in Syria and Iraq, insisting that Iran supports the

people in this region, adding that all should cooperate
against terrorist organizations. He said Iran’s timely
intervention in Iraq prevented Islamic State jihadists
from capturing the capital Baghdad and Irbil, the capital
of Iraq’s Kurdistan. 

Zarif also categorically denied as “baseless” an
announcement by Bahrain late Saturday that it had
foiled an arms smuggling attempt by two Iranian
agents on a boat off Bahrain’s coast. “I openly say the
(Bahraini) claims are totally wrong,” he said. “The timing
of the announcement is an attempt to prevent any
progress in cooperation between Iran and other Gulf
states,” Zarif said. The Bahraini interior ministry said that
it detained two people and a large quantity of C4 explo-
sives and arms coming from Iran. Zarif ’s tour will also
take him to Qatar and Iraq, but he is not visiting Saudi
Arabia or the United Arab Emirates, two key coalition
members in the war against the Yemeni rebels.

Iran launches charm offensive...

TEHRAN: Iran yesterday accused Sunni-ruled Bahrain of
stoking tensions in the Gulf by making unfounded alle-
gations against it, the official IRNA news agency report-
ed. “It is clear that the government of Bahrain, by repeat-
ing unfounded allegations, seeks to create a climate of
tension in the region,” it quoted foreign ministry spokes-
woman Marzieh Afkham as saying. “Such methods are
not constructive, and do not diminish the Islamic repub-
lic’s commitment to continue its policy... and regional
cooperation in the fight against terrorism and extrem-
ism,” she said.

On Saturday, Bahrain’s interior ministry said it had
detained two men accused of trying to smuggle
weapons from Shiite Iran. That announcement came
hours after Bahrain, which has a Shiite majority, said it

was recalling its envoy from Tehran in protest at “hostile”
comments by Iranian leaders. Last Sunday, Bahrain sum-
moned Iran’s acting charge d’affaires to protest against
its supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei voicing sup-
port for “oppressed people” across the Middle East,
including in Bahrain.

The previous day, Khamenei had said the nuclear deal
Tehran agreed with world powers would not alter its sup-
port for the governments of Syria and Iraq, nor its back-
ing for “oppressed people” in Yemen and Bahrain, and the
Palestinians. Manama accuses Tehran of backing opposi-
tion demands in Bahrain for a constitutional monarchy
and an elected prime minister. Iran does not hide its sup-
port for the protest movement in Bahrain, but rejects
accusations of interference in its internal affairs. — AFP 

Iran accuses Bahrain of 

stoking Gulf tensions

Spain’s DelReves Company performs the vertical dance show ‘Guateque’ at the Reggia of Venaria in Venaria Reale near Turin on Saturday. DelReves is a vertical dance company based in Barcelona since 2007. —AFP 


